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�TIillSpecialReport 

The Genoud networks 
and the plan to set 
the Mideast on fire 
by Scott Thompson 

The death knell for Arab nationalism, overwhelmed by a revival of Islamic fun
damentalism that has already plunged Iran into the Dark Ages under the Muslim 
Brotherhood's psychotic Ayatollah Khomeini and his mullahs, will be sounded at 
a conference sponsored by Georgetown University's Center for C-ontemporary 
Arab Studies on April 14-15. "In less than a decade," the conference document 
states, "Islam has become so dominant a force in the eyes of the West that other 
ideologies and forces of solidarity in the Islamic World-e.g., nationalism-are 
thought to have receded into the background." Speakers at the conference will 
include many of the leading academic apologists and strategists who heralded the 
British Arab Bureau's Iranian coup plot that toppled the Shah "as the harbinger of 
a new chapter in the history of Islam." 

From pre-conference statements made available to EIR, the purpose of the 
Georgetown conference will be to create a new combination of Islamic fundamen
talist ideologies that may be used next to engulf Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Algeria, and 
Morocco with feudalist revolutions similar to the one in Iran. While the George
town discussants work to weave the myths that underly Wahabism, Shi'ism, the 
Muslim Brothers, and Sufi Masonry into a common strand, the forces on the 
ground that will carry out the actual coups and assassinations in these countries 
share a common point of control through the Lausanne, Switzerland-based Nazi 
international. 

One of the more relevant cases is that of former Algerian President Ahmed 
Ben Bella, a notorious early follower of Hitler, who has been reborn as an Islamic 
Fundamentalist and is now engaged in a coup attempt in Algeria that immediately 
threatens the King of Morocco. Among Ben Bella's most prominent backers since 
the 1962 Algerian Revolution that first placed him in power is Fran�ois Genoud, 
a member of the Swiss Nazi Party during World War II, who assisted Allen Dulles 
from 1943-45 in negotiations to redeploy Nazi intelligence assets into safe havens 
for later use. Among those assets which Dulles shared with British and Swiss 
intelligence allies was Amt VI, the "foreign nationalities division" of SS General 
Walter Schellenberg's Sicherheitsdienst (SD), consolidating both the Second Di-
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Mufti of Jerusalem with Adolf Hitler. The two are said to have met in Berlin. An alliance between European Nazis 
DseuaG'-IS4iamlC agents has been maintained since World War II. 

vision of Admiral Canaris' s Abwehr and foreign nationalities 
division of the Waffen SS that maintained extensive Mideast 
networks through an alliance with the Grand Mufti of Jeru
salem. The Swiss-based Fran<;ois Genoud is, as well docu
ment below. today the banker and one of the principal con
trollers of these Amt VI assets. 

Distant as the Georgetown conference may pretend to be 
from Fran<;ois Genoud and the reborn Ahmed Ben Bella, 

it is through such members of the Nazi international that the 
dirty work outlined by its participants will be achieved. 

The Georgetown conference has all the appearances of 
being a replay of one held on Oct. 21-25, 1981 at the Rothko 
Chapel in Houston titled "Islam: Spiritual Message and Quest 
for Justice" which brought together leading strategists and 
assets of the British Arab Bureau only days after the Muslim 
Brotherhood assassinated Egyptian President Anwar Sadat. 
As with the Rothko Chapel event. the Georgetown confer
ence is being run in parallel with a meeting in Paris of Islam 
and the West, which is tied to the Club of Rome through such 
figures as NATO strategist Alexander King and the Kim 
Philby-linked KGB agent Djerman Givishiani. 

On April 29-30, following the Georgetown conference 
there will be another secret meeting of Islam and the West at 
the Meridien Hotel in Paris, attended this time by former 
British Prime Minister Ted Heath; French neo-Gaullist Mi
chel Jobert; German banker Karl Otto Poehl; Olivier Giscard 
d'Estaing, the brother of the former French President; Mus
sah Ali. vice president of the Dimi Bank and consultant to 
Pakistan's military ruler Zia ul-Haq; Maurice Strong, chair
man of Royal Bank of Canada; Andreas Wall, chairman of 
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Volvo; and Ahmed al Najja, secretary general of the Inter
national Association of Islamic Banks. 

Where the Islam and the West meeting brings together 
leading representatives of oligarchic interests that have sought 
to play the Muslim Brotherhood card, the Georgetown con
ference is more a gathering of strategists with such figures 
as: Mahmoud Ayoub, a Lebanese-born professor at the Uni
versity of Toronto who is a promoter of Sufism; Cherif Bas
siouni, a relative by marriage to the European black nobility, 
who is both a professor at the University of Chicago and head 
of the Sicilian Institute on Terrorism; Richard Mitchell, the 
leading world expert on the Muslim Brotherhood with close 
ties to its Egyptian underground and those involved in recent 
efforts to destabilize the Indian government, and who is now 
a professor at the University of Ann Arbor; and Mansour 
Farhang of Princeton University, who was briefly Iranian 
Ambassador to the U.N. under Khomeini's Foreign Secre
tary, Sadegh Ghotbzadeh. The Georgetown Center is spon
sored by many of those corporations and individuals who 
actively promoted the overthrow of the Shah of Iran. 

In the case of Rothko Chapel, the connection between 
such strategists and the Nazi international-linked networks 
that carry out the dirty work they envision was even more 
direct. This conference, which was prominently attended by 
Fran<;ois Genoud's Ben Bella, was sponsored by Mme. Jean 
de Menil (nee Countess Schlumberger), whose husband 
emigrated from France to Houston in 1945 to establish a 
branch of Schlumberger, Ltd., one of the largest oil survey 
companies in the world. The Schlumberger family is inter
married closely with the Neuflize, Mallet, and other Swiss 
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oligarchic banking families who actively promoted Hitler's 
rise to power and assisted their relative, Allen Dulles, in 
orchestrating the post-World War II reorganization of the 
Nazi international now controlled by such figures as Genoud. 

Jean de Menil was also a board member of the Permindex 
Corporation that wove together British, Swiss, Israeli, and 
Nazi international figures into an international "Murder, Inc." 
Among these were such figures as British Special Operations 
Executive veteran, Maj. Louis M. Bloomfield, King Farouk, 
a close ally of the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem's fascist "Green 
Shirts;" and, Prince Guttierez Spadafora, the former Mus
solini Undersecretary of Agriculture, who became an adviser 
for the post-war activities of Fran�ois Genoud and SS Col. 
Otto "Scarface " Skorzeny in Egypt and other sectors of the 
Mideast. 

In 1969 New Orleans D.A. Jim Garrison indicted mem
bers of Permindex for their role in the November 1963 assas
sination of President Kennedy, while French intelligence 
named Permindex responsible for dozens of assassination 
attempts in the early 1960s against French President Charles 
de Gaulle carried out by OAS personnel linked to Genoud. 

The process that participants at the Georgetown confer
ence are part of represents an oligarchic campaign to disin
tegrate civilization under conditions of deep economic 
depression that threatens to plunge the world into a New Dark 
Age unprecedented since the 14th century . 

In a recent interview made available to EIR, Mahmoud 
Ayoub, an acquaintance of Ben Bella, describes how such a 
collapse of civilization might occur in Saudi Arabia: 

"The problem with the Saudi royal family is that they are 
saddled with an ideology that they cannot live up to, but they 
feel that it is the only wall behind which the regime can exist. 
So, I say that the Saudi regime lives not with the enthusiastic 
voice of its founder, Abdul Wahabi, but rather with its oil 
wells as did the regime of the Shah of Iran .... The same 
power that brought the Saudis on the scene will eventually 
destroy them .... What happened at the Al Haram Mosque 
two years ago was not really the work of a starry-eyed group; 
it was a genuine revolution that failed. But, I don't think that 
every revolution will fail. " 

What Ayoub refers to as the Haram Revolution was an 
effort to split the fanatic Wahabies from the Saudi Royal 
family by showing that they could not protect the most sacred 
ofIslamic shrines, the Al Haram Mosque in Mecca. Leading 
this revolution was the Muslim Brotherhood-trained leader 
Juhaiman who drew together religious fundamentalist broth
erhoods in Pakistan, the Muslim Brotherhoods of Egypt, the 
Sudan, Kuwait, the Teghlibi brotherhood of India, and even 

Black Muslims from the United States into a Kuwaiti-based 
movement, Jamiat al Islah (Call of the Brethren). 

Mansour Farhang, the Ghotbzadeh-linked Iranian Am
bassador to the United Nations, is today at the Princeton 
Center for International Studies where Bernard Lewis first 
authored the plan adopted by the Carter administration in 
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tandem with the British Foreign Office to revive Islamic 
fundamentalism and tribalism to redraw the map of the Mid
dle East. In an interview made available to EIR, Farhang 
stated he was also a party to meetings between Bani Sadr, 
Ghotbzadeh, and Ben Bella in which the latter's rebirth as an 
Islamic fundamentalist was first discussed. Farhang sees Egypt 
as the next target for an Iranian-style revolution: 

"From my personal value perspective as a participant in 
the Iranian Revolution, it was a tremendous force that will 
have dramatic consequences upon the region .... If there is 
anywhere that Iran may serve as a model it is in Egypt, where 
the Muslim Brotherhood remains strong and where many of 
the same conditions of mass poverty among a large urban 
population exist. The same process that occurred in Iran is 
now underway there, but it cannot be spoken of because it is 
an underground movement." 

Cherif Bassiouni stated in an interview made available to 

EIR that the main catalyst for Islamic fundamentalist revo
lutions may well be the attempt by an Israeli faction that 
includes Yigal Yadin and Yuval Ne' eman to rebuild the Tem
ple on the Mount in Jerusalem that is now the site of the 
second most holy Islamic shrine, the Dome of the Rock: "If 
the Dome of the Rock is damaged, the next day you are going 
to see the Islamic world in blazes. I wouldn't want to be in 
an American embassy on that day, I'll tell you that much. 
And, any regime that would continue to have any relations 

with Israel or not use its entire capabilities to put pressure 
upon the United States to again put pressure upon Israel 
would certainly be in a very difficult circumstance." 

Documentation 

Fran�ois Genoud, 
terrorist controller 
by Paul Goldstein in Wiesbaden 

Profile: Fran�ois Genoud 

Born: Oct. 26, 1915 in Lausanne. 
Parents: Fran�ois and Marie Henriette Charlotte 
Breithaupt. 
Married: First to Elisabeth Peeters, divorced; second to 
Liliane Moru de LaCotte, three children. 
Residences: Lausanne-until 1946 

Tangiers-until 1955 
Cairo-until 1956 
Frankfurt-until May 30,1958, 
Friedlehenstrasse 36; 
Lausanne-25 Fontanettaz 
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